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Let 1 < r < p < x. Approximation theorems fOi positive contractions in 
P;LP(m), L’(n )) are presented. The characterization of norm atraining extreme 
positive contractions is given. Note that these extreme operators are also exposed 
pcints of the positive part of the unit bali of $D(i’, I’). C i?SO .Academic Pceis. Iac. 
In this paper, we investigate the set of positive contractions in 
9(LP9 L’j. Results presented here have the same character as the Krein- 
Milman theorem. We approximate positive contractions on i” by convex 
combinations of norm attaining extreme positive contractions (Theorem 1). 
.J. Hennefeld [17] proved that the unit ball of the space of compact 
operators on Ip is the norm closed convex huh of its extreme points for 
! < D < 3~, p # 2. In Section 2, we present approximation theorems for 
positive contractions. Using Lindenstrauss’s result, we show that a certain 
class of norm attaining operators is norm.dense. Next we prove that the 
positive part of the unit ball of operators is the closure on the convex huil 
of the set of norm attaining extreme positive contractions in the strong 
operator topology. The approximation theorems for operators on i” and 
L”[O, I] are presented in [23, 21, 221. Note that the convex huh of 
positive invertible isometries of Lp[O, I] is strong operator dense in ?he set 
of positive contractions acting on Lp[O, I] (Coroilary 1). This is related tc 
a result of J. R. Brown [3]. 
In Section 4 we give a characterization of the norm attaining extreme 
positive contractions in several cases. Note that this is related to the 
characterization of extreme doubly stochastic measures. From the facts 
presented in [16] it follows that the locally affine structure of the positive 
contractions in Y(LP(m), L'(n)) (1~ Y < p < S) is similar to the structure 
of doubly stochastic measures. Therefore in Section 3 we present those 
properties of doubly stochastic matrices which we use in Section 4 for 
the description of norm attaining extreme positive contractions in 
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9(LP(m), L’(n)). In the finite dimensional case, extreme positive contrac- 
tions are characterized in [13]. We also prove that the norm attaining 
extreme positive contractions are exposed points of the positive part of the 
unit ball of operators. 
1. TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION 
Let (X, -3, HZ) be a a-finite measure space. As usual, we denote by 
LP(nz), 1 < p < co : the Banach lattice of all p-summable real-valued func- 
tions on X with standard norm and order. If X= (1,2, . . . . n >, n > cc 
(X= IV), and m is a counting measure we write I,” (IP) instead of LP(m). 
If X= CO, 1 ] and m is the Lebesgue measure, we write briefly L “[O, 11. In 
the case of sequence Ip-spaces, we denote by (ek) the canonical base (i.e., 
(ek)i=8ki). The cone of positive functions (fa 0) in LP(m) is denoted 
by -LP,(nz). The adjoint space [LC(m)]’ is identified with LP’(m): 
where l/p + l/p’= 1. For f E LP(m), we define its support by suppf= 
{x E X: f(x) #O}. Note that supp f is defined modulo null sets. 
Let 1 <r < cc and let (Y, .g, n) be a a-finite measure space. We denote 
by Y(LP(m), L’(n)) the Banach space of all linear bounded operators from 
Lp(m) into L’(n). An operator is said to be positive (T > 0) if Tf > 0 when- 
every> 0. The set of all positive operators is denoted by 5?+ (LP(m), L”(n)). 
We denote the positive part of the unit ball of diP,(LP(m), L”(n)) by 9. 
We define the support of a positive operator T, denoted by supp T, as a 
maximal set A c X such that Tl,, = 0. We say that an operator 
TeY+(LP(m), L’(n)) is elementary provided there are no non-zero 
operators Tr , T2 E 6p, (LP(m), L’(n)) such that T= T, + T2 and (supp T,) n 
(supp T2) = (supp T;“) n (supp T;) = @ (cf. [16]). 
For felt’, gE L’(n) we denote by g@f the operator from 
B(LP(m), L’(n)) such that (g@f)(k) = g j f1z dm. Note that if suppf= X, 
supp g = Y then g@f is an elementary operator. Also if T 2 Sa 0, and S 
is elementary, then T is an elementary operator. For TE Z(LP(m), L’(n)), 
we define its isometric domain as M(T) = (fe LP(m): )I Tfll = !I TI( ilfll }. If 
M(T) # (0 >, then we say that T is norm attaining. The properties of M(T) 
and J(T)= (suppf:f~M(T)) are considered in [16]. 
To every operator TEY(Z~~ I’) ( or 9(/L, Ii)), there corresponds a 
unique matrix (to) with real entries, such that (Tf)i = xi t&. Clearly the 
adjoint operator T* E 9(Zr’, I”‘) with l/p + l/p’ = l/r + l/r’ = 1 is deter- 
mined in the same manner by the transposed matrix. We identify an 
operator with its matrix. 
The graph G(T) of a matrix T= ( tii) is defined by the following formula. 
To the ith row, there corresponds a (row) node xi, i= 1,2, . . . . and to the 
jth column, there corresponds a column node yj, j= 1,2, . . . . There is an 
edge joining xi and ?;j if and only if tii # 0. 
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2. APPROXIMATION THEOREMS 
The proposition below is a modification of Theorem 1 in [26]. 
~OPOSITION 1. Let 1 < r < p < x and /et 
J”= (TEAe~(Lqm): L’(n)); XEJ(T), YEJ(T”)j. 
Then A” is norm dense in Z’+(LP(m), L’(n)). 
Proof. Let us fix ~10 and To~2’~(LP(m),Lr(njj. Let f~L<(n;)~ 
gEL’_(nj where l;fli = i/g!) = 1, suppf=X, supp g= I’. Put T= T,c 
Eg ~$3 J Obviously 11 T - T,!l = E. Now we construct an operator FE ,i ^ s~h 
that 1: f-- T(I < E. We use the construction given in the proof of Theorem t 
in C263. Assume. without loss of generality that jl Tii = 1, 0 < E < I/3. We 
choose first a monotonically decreasing sequence {cki of positive numbe:s 
such that 
Z&,<E, 2 f Ei < &h: Ek < l,:lo.k, 
i=l i=k-I 
k = 1, 2, .., I We next choose inductively sequences (T,), {fkk): {g_,) such 
that Tkc T(LP(m), L’(n)), fkE L”,(m), gke L:(n) Satisfying 
7, = T 
:i Tkfkii 3 I: T,l; -E:, j’Jfk,ii = 1: &=I ) 2, . . . 
gk(Tkh)= il&dkl/! I’g,!! = 13 k= I, 2, . . . 
T k-!k= Tkh+Ek&‘k(Tkh) Ttfk: k EL”(m), k = 1: 2, .il . 
The sequence {Tk} converges in norm to an operator T satisf;fing 
I\ F-- Ti/ <E and f is a norm attaining operator (see the proof of 
Theorem 1 in [26].) 
Notethat Tk+:>Tk,k=l,2 ,.... Thus T= !im Tk > T>, cg@$ We have 
SUPP F= supp f = X, and supp f* = supp g = Y. Since the operator T is an 
elementary operator, by Theorem 4 and 5 in [16], f attains its norm at a 
function whose support is a whole space X: i.e., XEJ(?“). Simiiariy 
YE J(T* j. Thus T’E ,i/‘. 
Therefore there exists FE ;I* such that !\ f - TC21i < 2,~. 
By Theorem 2 in [12], it follows that rhe extreme positive comra&or,s 
T, which attain their norm at a function f with supp f = supp Tz are related 
to the extreme doubly stochastic operators. The theorem below says that 
the set of such a class of extreme positive contractions is large enough. 
Really the set J” n ext 9 is smaller than this class of extreme operators. 
Note that the zero operator belongs to ,.t ^  n ext 3. 
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ForfELP,(nz), gEL’(n), we define 
s&s= {TEL?~(Lp(m),qn)): Tf = g, T*p=f-, supp T=sLlppfj. 
THEOREM 1. Let 1~ r ,< p < ,s. Then the comex hull 
conv(N n ext 9) 
is strong operator dense in the positice part of the unit sphere of 
“qLP(m), L’(n)). 
ProoJ: By Proposition 1, it is sufficient to show that for every 
f E L:(m), ge L:(n), with I( f ;I = l/gl/ = 1 the convex hull of ext J& 
(c A“ n ext 9) is strong operator dense in the convex set z$ g. Since con- 
vex sets have the same closure in the weak operator and strong operator 
topologies [ 10, p. 4471 all we need to show is that -cc$$ g is compact in the 
weak operator topology. Let T belong to the closure in the weak operator 
topology of && and let the net T, E Z& converge to T. The condition 
l=(gr-l,’ 1 f) -+ (g’- ‘, Tf) implies that (g’- ‘, Tf) = 1. By the strict 
convexity of L’(n) we have Tf = g. The operator T attains its norm on f: 
Hence T*g’-‘=.fP-’ and supp TI suppJ: For each L;E L”(n) we have 
(~2 Tz 1 (suppj-) c) =O. Thus (5, Tl Csuppf)~) = 0 and supp T c supp J: There- 
fore TE J$ g, i.e., .JX$ gis closed. The face z$ g is compact as a closed subset 
of the ball (the ball is compact as a closed subset of the ball (the ball is 
compact in the weak operator topology, since Lp is reflexive). 
PROPOSITION 2. Let Lp(m) or L’(n) be an infinite dimensional space, 
Then the comex hull of the positke part qf the unit sphere in 
sP(LP(m), L”(n)) is norm dense in the set of positice contractions. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that 0 belongs to the closure of the 
convex hull. Let Lp(m) be infinite dimensional. We choose a sequence 
l-f,} of L:(m) such that 1) f,ll = 1 and the supports are disjoint. Let 
gEL’,(n) be such that llgl/=l, and let T,,=(ljn)~~=, gaff-‘= 
g@ (l#z) x;= i f[-‘. The operators T,, are convex combinations of 
elements of positive p$s of the unit sphere. We have llT,ll= 
I/( l/n) Cz= I jT-- ilIp. = 3 l/z;. Thus T, -+ 0. In the case when L’(n) is 
infinite dimensional we present analogous arguments. 
If LP(m) and L”(n) are finite dimensional, then the statement of Proposi- 
tion 2 is not true. Indeed, then 9(Lp(m), L’(n)) can be identified with 
6p(Z,4, I;,). Since all norms are equivalent on a finite dimensional space, 
there exist constants ci, cz 3 0 such that 
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IL: 
If !;T(I = 1 and T>O, then & fii2 l/c,. Every operator in a convex hull 
has a norm greater than c1 ic, > 0. 
Remark 1. If LP(m) or L’(n) is infinite dimensional by Proposition 2 
and Theorem 1 we obtain that the set conv(A^ next a) is strong opera:or 
dense in the set of positive contractions. 
Prooj For a function h E L’[O. I], 1 <z-c x8, we define a mapping 
s~,~: supp iz + [0, 1 ] by 
The mapping ‘t,,s is strictly increasing and onto. Hence it is invertible. NGW 
we define operators S,, S2 by 
u E L’[O, l]. The mapping 
acts from A@‘~.! into dJg. There exists 4-l given by 4-‘(S)= RzSRt where 
~EIL”[O, I] and 
MEL’[O, 11. Indeed SiR,=R,S2=I. 
Consider now X= Y= [IO, l] with Lebesgue measure and p = P; An 
isometry on L* is an extreme contraction. Then positive invertible 
isometries belong to the set N. The set of positive invertible isometries on 
L”[O, 1 ] is a proper subset of ,1,‘” n ext 9. 
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THEOREM 2. The set of positive invertible isometries on LP[O, 1] is weak 
operator dense in the set of positioe contractions. 
ProoJ: The positive part of the unit sphere is weak operator dense in 
the positive part of the unit ball. Indeed, let ( g,z) be a sequence of 
LP,[O, 11 such that I( = 1 and (g,> converges in weak topology to 0. 
Let f E LP, [0, 11, with l/f/l = 1. The sequence g,, @ f p- ’ converges to 0 in 
the weak operator topology. Let R be a positive contraction. L.et 
I,, E [0, l] be such that I! R + I, g, of”-- ’ II= 1. The weak operator limit of 
(R+i,gnOfP-I) is R. 
Operators of norm 1, which attain that norm at functions which have 
[0, l] as a support, are norm dense in the positive part of the sphere 
(Proposition 1). We need to show that the positive invertible isometries 
are weak operator dense in J$, for all f, gE LP, [0, l] such that 
supp f = supp g= CO, l] and Ilf I( = ~Igll = 1. 
Let SE&~,,. Then T= R,SR, where R,, R, are defined in (1 j, (2). The 
face &‘r 1 coincides with the set of all doubly stochastic operators. The set 
of positive invertible isometries generated by a measure-preserving transfor- 
mation is weak operator dense in JZZ~.~ [3, Theorem 11. For TE dl,r there 
exists a sequence of positive invertible isometries T,, which converges to T. 
Operators S, = R;‘T,,R;’ are positive invertible isometries on Lp’[O, 11. 
For every UEL~[O, l] and aoLPIO, l] we have (a, S,u) -+ (a, Su), i.e., 
S,, converges to S in weak operator topology. 
Since convex sets have the same closure in the weak and strong operator 
topologies [ 10, p. 4471 we obtain the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. The comex hull of positice invertible isometries of 
L pro, 1 ] is strong operator dense in 9 
We remark that the convex hull of positive invertible isometries on 
L’[O, l] is strong operator dense in the set of all stochastic operators [ 18, 
Corollary 11. 
3. DOUBLY STOCHASTIC MEASURES 
Let (X, -&‘, ,u) and (Y, 59, v) be a-finite measure spaces such that 
p(X) = v(Y). A measure ;1 on (Xx Y, .& @a) is called doubly stochastic 
with respect to p and v if its marginal distributions coincide with ,U and V, 
respectively (i.e., i,(.4 x Y) = p(A), A E d, i,(Xx B) = v(B), BE a). The set 
of all doubly stochastic measures with respect to ,U and v is denoted by 
Gqp, 11). 
If p and v are countable sums of atoms, then 9(,~? v) can be identified 
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with the set of all doubly stochastic matrices P = ( py) with respect o p and 
v (i.e.,p,aO, C;~~=~((j)),~~p~=v(iij)). 
If 9, v are Lebesgue measures on X= Y = ‘it& I], then the relation 
i(AxB)=[l i,Pl,dt 
0 
determines a one-to-one correspondence between &3’(~- v) and the set of ali 
double stochastic operators P on J!,~[O, 1] (see [3], additional informa- 
tion can be found in [2] ). We recall that P E Z(Zr [O, I]? L” 10, 1 ]) is 
doubly stochastic if P>O, Pl = 1, P*i = I. Note that .I. V. Ryff f30: 
- 
> 
presented an integral representation of doubly stochastic operators. 
Properties of doubly stochastic measures, operators, and matrices have 
been studied by many authors. In particular the extreme points of “rip., ii) 
have been characterized in certain cases. In the simples case (F end :; 
are counting measures on (1, 2, . . . . rz >), by the well-known theorem of 
G. Birkhoff [S] the set of extreme points coincides with the set of all 
permutation matrices. The following fact is well known (see r24, 1, 8, IS>), 
PROPERTY 1. Let X= Y = N, and let p( N j = I:(!% j < ,x. The matrix 
P = (pii) E CZ(p, v) is extreme if and only if the connected componrvats of :he 
graph G(P) are trees. 
The proof of the above property can be found also in L1.5, Corollary 11. 
Note that the finiteness of the measures ;L and 1’ in the assumption of 
Property 1 cannot be omitted (see [ 15] ). We reca!l that a matrix 
? E %(p, v) is said to be uniquely determined in S(p, vj by its graph 
provided there is no matrix R # P in ST@, v) such that the graph G(X) is 
a subgraph of G(P). In [lS], the following fact is proved. 
PROPERTY 2. Let X = Y = N and let p( N ) = v( N j < x. T&en the e.ytreme 
pOkts of 3 (p. v) are those matrices in %(p5 v) ;t-hich ore Lmiquely deteu- 
mined in 5’(pF v) by their graph. 
In case of a finite support of I-( and v, the Properties 1 and 2 were known 
earlier (see [ll, 7: 19, 6]), 
In the continuous case (p and v are Lebesgue measures on CO, i ]): a 
description of extreme doubly stochastic measures was presented independ- 
ently by Dougles [9 J and Lindenstrauss [25]. The conjecture that extreme 
doubly stochastic measures on 10, l] 2: [O, 1 j are stipported graphs oP 
measurabie maps or that extreme doubly stochastic operators are 
generated by invertible measure preserving transformations (as a nati;ral 
generalization of permutation matrices) turns out not to be true. The 
geometric structure of extreme doubly stochastic measures is more ccm- 
plicated. V. Losert [27] presented an example of extreme doubly stcchastic 
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measures on [0, 1 ] x [IO, 11, whose support is the whole space. The se: Oi 
operators generated by invertible measure preserving transformations is a 
propet subset of the set of extreme doubly stochastic operators. The convex 
hull of the set of operators generated by invertible measure preserving 
transformations is dense in the set of doubly stochastic operators in the 
L’-strong operator topology (see 121) and in the L ‘-strong operator 
topology (see [20]). The problem of characterization of doubly stochastic 
measures on [0, 11 x [0, 1 ] in terms of measure theory remains open; 
however, some partial results are known (see [4, 311). 
4. EXTREME POSITIVE COXTRACTIOK 
In this section, we consider extreme points of the positive part of the uait 
ball of L?(/~, 1’). In particular we show that the graph of the extreme 
positive contraction is a tree. The form of the graph of a matrix does not 
characterize extreme points. We also give a description of operators in 
A” n ext .P. Obviously, if one of the spaces t” or L’ is finite dimensional: 
then each operator in 5?(LP, L’) is norm attaining and ,.;1- C-J ext 9 = ext 3. 
Therefore our result is an extension of the result for finite dimensionai 
spaces presented in [13]. Generally A” fi ext 3 i ext 8. Note that for 
i <r < p < x every operator in Y(ZP, C’) is compact 129: 5.1.2], so norm 
attaining. In this case ,4” in Theorem 3 can be omitted. 
ProcJC Let 0 # TE: ;I’ next 9. Then Ij Tjj = I, and there exists a vector 
f = (A) such that iJ f iJ = )! Tfll = 1, f~ 0. supp f = supp Z Obviously, T is 
also an extreme point of the face 
By Theorem 2 in [13], A ,-7;’ is afflnely isomorphic to 5C(gi: *v) whe::e 
~({j})=f,“, V( {j))= (Tf):. The measures ,u, E’ are countable sums of 
atoms. We have supp p c NT supp c t N, and ,u(N ) = cj ;‘p = ilj”i\ D = 
!I Tf!! I = ,YJ (Tf); = v(N ) < LE. Thus the matrix P = (pijj defined by 
is extreme in S(p, n). The graphs G(T) and G(P) coincide. Thus, by 
Property 1: the connected components of G(T) are trees. 
Xow assume that the connected components of the graph G( Tj, 2‘~ A’“, 
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are trees and (ITI/ = 1. Let .f be such that iiS:/ = l!Tfii = 1: jr’>:5 
supp f = supp T. Then P E ext S(,u, v), where ~1, r, py are defined as above. 
Because 9(~, V) and .sz$?~ are aftinely isomorphic, we obtain T~ext s+;:~~+ 
so T is extreme. 
COROLLARY 2. Let T~3’+(1:, l’)(or TE.Y-((~. ii,)) I <r<p< x, oiri 
le? Ii T ij = 1. Then T is an extreme positive contraction $ and only if ?he 
connected components of the graph G( T j are trees and supp TE F(T ). 
Remark 2. Let l<r<p<~, and iet f~i”: gEir be such that 
;ifii = /[g/l = 1, f>O, g >O. Define measures ii and v ef N by ,~((,j!) =[F 
v( (i)) = g;. The face 
of the unit ball of 9(/P, [‘) is affinely isomorphic to ZZ(g. V) (Theorem 2 in 
[13]). Because the elements of ext g:(,~: rj are uniquely determined in 
8(/i, v) by their graphs (Property 2), also the operator T~ext s$, k 
uniquely determined in s$$~ by its graph G(T). Therefore for 2 positive 
contraction T such that Tf = g, and supp f’= supp T, if the graph Gf Ti has 
no cycle: then T is uniquely determined by -6 g, and G(T) 
THEOREM 4. Let T~3~(l;: Lp[03 I]), n< CC: I <R-C CC. T % an 
e.xtret?ze positive contraction if and only i-f (( Tej:i = 0 or 1, j = I; 2, . ..> ti, CA 
?he sefs supp Te,, supp Te,, . . . . supp Te, are disjoi~~t subsets of [e, 11 
({e,jl= 1 is the canonicai base of If). 
Prooj: We have supp T = {j: Tej # O> and supp T” = 2:” supp Te:. It is 
easy to see that each TE dtp+( n, !P Lp[O, l]) can be represented as a finite 
sum of some nonzero elementary operators T,, T= x3f”= 1 T, with supp Tz 
disjoint and supp T,* disjoint. We have TE ext 9 if and only if every 
T, ~exp 9. Assume that T is extreme. Let J’, 3 0 be such tha: 
j\,f,lj = /j Tz,f3ij = 1. Then e, = CF= 1 fS/(sO)’ P is such that Jle,;j = \I Fe,\! = j 
and supp e0 = supp T. Put xj > 0 such that e. = z,T= i xlej~ Obviously X~ d I 
Suppose, to get a condition, that supp Teel n supp Te, # 3. Put E > C 
E! , EJ c CO, l] such that min(Te,, Te,)>,alEi;Ez7 {\I,,[1 = ;[I,$ fO1 ani 
Ei rl Ez = a. We define an operator R 6 diO(!Ry L”[O, 11) by 
Re,=r2rRzElE,-llzBi~iE- 
Re,= -z~/?~E~~:-!- ~,$~el,~ 
Re,=O if ja 3: 
where pi= (lE,, (Te,)p-l ), i= I, 2. Obvicusly /,8,i = 1(1,;, (Te,)‘-‘>I : 
!Jl,il II(Tei)p-lJ!p.< 1. It is easy to see that T+RaO. We ::a~ 
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R#O: Re,=O, and R*(Te,)P-‘=O. Because (TfR)e,,=Te, and 
(TfR)*(Te,)P-l=egP-l, by Pr oposition 1 in [16], we have )( T+ Rj! < 1. 
Thus T is not extreme. This contradiction shows that supp Te.i are disjoint. 
Now it is easy to see that ji Tejll = 0 or 1. Obviously, if TE 9 is such that 
I( Tejli = 0 or 1 and supp Tej are disjoint, then T is extreme. 
THEOREM 5. Let O# T~J.?~(llf, L’[O, l]), n < co, 1 <r< p< zz. Then 
T is an extreme positive contraction if and only if (1 TI/ = 1 and supp Tej, 
j= 1, 2, . ..) n, are disjoint. 
Proof Suppose that 0 # T~ext .9. Then ((T[( = 1, and by Theorem 3 
in [16], there exists e, = cj xjejaO such that I(e,,(l = I(Te,,ll = 1. Suppose 
that supp Te, n supp Te, # @. Put E > 0, E,, E2 c [O: 11, /II, /I2 such 
that min(Te,, Te2)>ElEIVE2, 1~1.,Il=i!l,ll#O, E,nE2=G?L Pi= 
(l,,,(Te,)‘~‘)61,i=l,2.WehaveT+R~OforR~~(~~i~,-~~l~~)O 
(azel - xrez). By Proposition 1 in 1 in [16] we have I( Tf Ril d 1, since 
Re, = 0 and R*(Te,)‘- ’ = 0. Thus Tf R E 9 and R # 0. This contradiction 
proves that supp Tej are disjoint. 
Now assume that !JTII = 1 and supp Tej are disjoint. Suppose that 
T+ REP for some RE LZ(Zf, L’[O, 11). The sets supp Rej are disjoint, 
since supp Tej are disjoint. By Theorem 3 in [ 161, there exists e, = 
xi xiej > 0 such that IJeoJI = 11 Te,/I = 1, supp e, = supp T. By the strict 
convexity of L’[O, 11 we obtain Re, = 0. Thus 0 = cj zjRej and by the 
disjointness of suppRej, we get Rej = 0. Therefore T is extreme. 
As a consequence of Theorems 4 and 5 we obtain the following 
corollaries. 
COROLLARY 3. Let TE 5P(LP[Ot 11, Z,P), n < :x, 1 <p < 0”~. Then T is 
an extreme positive contraction if and only if T has the form 
T= I;= 1 ej @ gj where 0 < gj E Lp[O, 1 ] such that supp gj are disjoint and 
l]g,ll = 0 or 1. 
COROLLARY 4. Let TE~(L~[O, 11, I;), n < ,zo, 1 <r <p< a. Then T 
is an extreme positive contraction if and only if /I T I( = 1 and T has the form 
IT= 1 ej Q gj, where 0 < gj E Lp[O, 1 ] with disjoint supports. 
Using the same arguments as those from the proof of Theorems 4 and 5 
we can obtain the following theorems. 
THEOREM 6. Let 0 # T E ,6’ n Y+(Zp, L”[O? 11) (or T E ,,I,- n 
Y+(Lp[O, l],Zp)) l<p<co. Then TENnext. ifandon@ $T(or T*) 
has the form c,“= 1 gj@ej where gj’ Lp[O, l] have disjoint supports mid 
llgjil =0 or 1. 
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Remark 3. Because a compact operator on the LP-space is norm 
attaining, directly from the above characterizations of points of ,t- n ex: .9. 
one could obtain corresponding characterizations of extreme points oi the 
positive part of the unit bail of the space of ail compact operators. The 
characterization remains the same as in Theorems 3, 5. and 7. 
Now we describe the graph G(T) of all extreme positive contractions in 
U(lp, i’). The connected components of G(T): T~exp .YT are trees Sr 
1 < I < p < X. It should be pointed out that the form of the graph Gi, T) 
does not characterize xtreme positive contractions (see Example in [13? ). 
Proof. Suppose that G(T) has a simple cycle C. iet I>> denote the 
projection in 2’(lp, lp) defined by 
I,?e, = 2.’ 
L 
if k<vr 
otherwise. 
Let n be sufhciently large (i.e., G( T,,) includes Ct where T,? = ~7~). Xote 
that T+, are finite dimensional operators and not extreme. It is not difkuit 
to see that for 7, there exists S,, = (.s;) such that ;iT,i S,J < iI Tjil’! < :, 
i T,: 2 S,,>,O, the graph G(S,) = C, and fii,j,;= 1~” j for some (lo: io)~ C IQjC,, 
Choose a subsequence nk 7 r~, such that lim, j ~ 3; = si exist for all (i. ,il-. 
Xote that 5: # 0 for some (i, .ij: i.e.: SJ.$) # 0. It is easy to see that 
for all fe Ip. Hence ii T* Soi; 6 1. We have T + S, 3 0. Therefore 
T-i- S,E9> i.e., T is not extreme. 
Note that the characterization of the extreme positive contractions In 
ip(lp, I?), I < F< ,x, is presented in [!2$ 
5. EXPOSED POINTS 
Let Q be a convex set. We recall that q. E Q is exposed if there exists a 
!inear functional < such that <(qO)> c(q) for ali go Q’,,(qoj. An exposed 
point q. E Q is called strongly exposed if for any sequence q,? E Q the condi- 
tion g(q;ij -+ <(qO) implies qn --f go. Each exposed point is extreme. So~.e 
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that each extreme positive contraction in .9(1:, IL), n, tn < cc, 
1 < I’ < p < ,x, is strongly exposed (see Theorem 4 in [ 131). 
THEOREM 9. Let 1 <r<p< x. Let TE~(I~, I’). If T~Xnext 9, 
then T is exposed but T is not a strongly exposed point of 9. 
ProoJ It is easy to see that T= 0 is exposed. Let 0 # TEA’ next .Y. 
Denote by f ~1~ such that /ITfll = l/f!\ = 1, fa0, suppf=supp T. Put 
E~>O, i: j= 1, 2, 3, . . . . such that & sii < X. Then T is exposed by a 
functional s’ defined by 
<(S)=(Sf,(Tf)‘-‘)-~aiisii(l-signtii) 
i. j 
S= (sii) E dp(I”, I’). Indeed, if S is a positive contraction, then 
I<(Sji < IlSfll Ih(Tf)‘P’Ii < 1 and 5(T)= 1. 
Now suppose that c(S) = 1 for some positive contraction S= (sii). Then 
Sf = Tf and sii = 0 for all (i, j) such that tii = 0. Thus SE .J$~~- and the 
graph G(S) is included in the graph G(T). Because T is uniquely deter- 
mined by f, TJ G(T), we obtain T= S (Remark 2). Thus T is exposed. 
Now suppose that certain 0 # TE .A’ n ext 9 is strongly exposed by fimc- 
tional < and 1) T I( = 5( T j = 1. In view of Theorem 3 in each (except at most 
one) column of (tii) there exist infinitely many zero entries. Therefore there 
exists a sequence ((i,, j,Z)>zE i such that i,, < i,, + 1, j,, <jn+ I ~ tiSj, = 0, 
17 = 1, 2, 3, ,.. . Define R, = (r;) by 
if i = i, 
if j= j,Z 
otherwise. 
Obviously O<Cz= i R, < T for all n,E N, so ,IZ2Z, R,I! 6 1. Thus 
Cz=, {(R,,) < 1. We have ((R,) 20, since T- R,z is a positive contraction 
and 1 - t(R,) = t(T- R,) d 1. Therefore t(R,) tends to 0 as II tends to ,x. 
Let X,, be an arbitrary finite subset of tV. Because x:,,.,jO ein @ ejn is a 
positive contraction, we have C ..,,rT(eieOej,J,< 1. Thus <(einOe,,j tends 
to 0 as II tends to x. Put T,, = T- R, + ei,@ ej,, tends to 0 as n tends 
to x. Put T, = T - R,, + e, 0 ej,,. We have T,, B 0, [IT,il < 1, and 
5(T,)=~(T)-5(R,~)+r(e,O%)-r” 1, but [IT,,- TII = liej,Oejz-R,II > 1. 
This contradiction proves that T is not a strongly exposed point of 9’. 
Using analogous arguments it is easy to see that T= 0 is also not strongly 
exposed. 
The same situation as in Theorem 8 exists when we consider the unit ball 
of Y(I’, I’) (see [14]). 
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